The residence of spliceosomal introns within protein-coding genes can fluctuate over time, with genes gaining, losing or conserving introns in a complex process that is not entirely understood. One approach for studying intron evolution is to compare introns with respect to position and type within closely related genes. Here, we describe new, freely available software called Common Introns Within Orthologous Genes (CIWOG), available at http://ciwog.gdcb.iastate.edu/, which detects common introns in protein-coding genes based on position and sequence conservation in the corresponding protein alignments. CIWOG provides dynamic web displays that facilitate detailed intron studies within orthologous genes. User-supplied options control how introns are clustered into sets of common introns. CIWOG also identifies special classes of introns, in particular those with GC-or U12-type donor sites, which enables analyses of these introns in relation to their counterparts in the other genes in orthologous groups. The software is demonstrated with application to a comprehensive study of eight plant transcriptomes. Three specific examples are discussed: intron class conversion from GT-to GC-donor-type introns in monocots, plant U12-type intron conservation and a global analysis of intron evolution across the eight plant species.
INTRODUCTION
Spliceosomal introns reside in protein-coding genes and represent significant proportions of transcribed genes in eukaryotes. The average number of introns per gene varies greatly among organisms. For example, Drosophila melanogaster shows an average of three introns per gene, whereas the number in Arabidopsis thaliana is estimated to be greater than six [1] . Among genes in a single organism, intron content also displays large variability, such as in Arabidopsis with a range of 0-78 introns per gene [2] . Representing such a large portion of eukaryotic transcription and having large variation among organisms and among genes, several evolutionary questions arise about introns, including whether there is any selective advantage of introns, and how and when did they get to be situated within protein-coding genes. Regarding their functional significance, some introns have been shown to create protein diversity through alternative splicing and regulate gene expression by containing regulatory elements [3] . However, these functions do not cover all introns. Regarding evolutionary questions, many studies have proposed theories concerning the behavior and dates of intron evolution, and these topics are debated [4] [5] [6] [7] . A popular technique to study introns is by comparison of homologous genes to detect and analyze common introns [8] [9] [10] [11] . This technique and visualization of the output is the focus of this work.
At the most basic level, common intron detection is the derivation of introns shared between putatively homologous genes and inferring homology, or common ancestry, of the introns in these groups.
Merely comparing introns by their number within genes typically will not reliably identify homologous introns, because genes can experience within-gene tandem duplication and other sequence modification events that may change intron order and number and disrupt identification of correct homologous intron relationships. Molecular sequence alignment is a well-established tool that allows inference of homologous gene components such as protein domains and binding sites. However, introns usually share very low sequence similarity relative to exons, and nucleotide alignments, including the introns, are not feasible across large evolutionary distances. A more effective procedure is to construct alignments of the encoded protein sequences and then map the introns onto the protein alignment based on the intron positions within the underlying coding sequences [9] . This procedure can easily be followed individually for a small number of sequences [12] or can be automated by computer algorithms for large-scale applications [10, 11, 13] . These analyses process protein sequences pairwise or in multiple alignments, find introns at the exact same position in the alignment and employ some condition about local alignment quality, such as requiring minimum sequence identity. Alignment sequence identity conditions are necessary because alignments merely provide homologous character estimates, of which the accuracy can vary due to unknown evolutionary sequence constraints. Another recent study proposes a modified alignment algorithm for creating intronaware protein sequence alignments [14] .
One application of common introns is the measurement of intron evolutionary dynamics between different organisms. Through comparing intron presence and absence between related genes, rates of intron gain, loss and conservation can be estimated [1, 9] . On a gene family scale, such analysis is useful for dating intron changes within specific gene families and helping to delineate orthologous and paralogous gene relationships. Also, on a genome-wide scale this type of analysis has shown some clades to have experienced varying degrees of putative intron loss and gain [1] . Because intron fluctuation is thought to be a very rare event, most of these studies have focused on broad taxonomic organism sampling to capture intron change events [1] , including a few members of each kingdom limited to those with whole genome sequence availability at the time of the study. Concerning plants, some studies have compared Arabidopsis and rice [15, 16] ; Arabidopsis, poplar and rice [17] and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and Bigelowiella natans [16] . A conclusion from these studies is that introns have been predominantly lost in contemporary species. Although providing important information about plant intron evolution over large time spans, these studies have not utilized the large number of newly sequenced plant genomes. Plants provide an intriguing source of recent genome evolution due to their large genome duplications and may reveal new trends of intron evolution over shorter time spans.
Here, we present the Common Intron Detection Algorithm (CIDA) and the associated Common Introns Within Orthologous Genes (CIWOG) database. The CIDA is an algorithm for processing protein sequence multiple alignments to detect common introns. This algorithm is unique compared to previous algorithms, in particular by offering user-specified options to control common intron detection in regions of poor alignment quality and putative intron sliding, to control the calling of intron absence markers and to facilitate special intron detection. To analyze the CIDA results, CIWOG provides sequence-integrated dynamic web-based visualizations. CIWOG displays common introns overlaid on protein sequence, by graphical summary and by nucleotide sequence. These displays allow users to explore putative cases of intron change and genic evidence to decipher possible annotation inaccuracies. The software is freely available. To illustrate the use of CIDA, we briefly describe its application to orthologous gene clusters of eight plant species resulting in a plantspecific common intron database, ciwogPlants. Features of the software are highlighted through three case studies: conservation of U12-type introns in plants, GC donor site evolution and evolutionary tree-based inference of intron gain and loss.
SOFTWARE INSTALLATION AND USAGE
CIWOG is software that detects common introns in groups of genes and provides dynamic web displays for complete analysis of the common intron (cintron) output, including intron sequences (see Figure 1 for a flow chart of the algorithm). The CIWOG software consists of Perl scripts, Javascript code and a MySQL database and is freely available. The CIDA component of the software accepts user-supplied options that control how introns are clustered into cintrons and is described in the subsequent section. Freely available external software packages required for CIDA are Perl and, for the web displays, MySQL, Apache web server, and the Perl libraries CGI, GD, and DBI. Installation instructions on acquiring the external components and configuring CIWOG are provided with the software. Here we describe a walk-through of the software usage process for users desiring to use CIWOG software to detect cintrons in their own sequences. For those interested in analyzing particular plant gene families via the web displays or cintron matrix data, we provide an application of CIWOG applied to eight plant species.
To execute CIWOG, user-supplied gene groups are required. These groups of genes can be putatively orthologous genes, which are often defined as the best reciprocal sequence matches among species. Alternatively, these gene groups can be of other varieties such as large paralogous gene families, a particular gene family of interest or alternatively spliced gene transcripts from a single locus. A user could create orthologous gene groups de novo using external tools such as OrthoMCL [18, 19] , could manually construct a single group by hand using BLAST [20] and public databases such as PlantGDB [21] or could use publicly available homologous gene databases such as HomoloGene [22] . After collecting the gene groups, two files are required to be input: a gene-structure information file and a CLUSTALformatted [23] protein alignment file.
The gene-structure information file has a simple format and contains the following data for each gene: gene identifier, organism identifier, GenBank-style gene-structure, genomic sequence, genome sequence start and stop, and protein translation start and stop. An example of GenBank-style gene structure for a two-exon gene is: 'complement (join(exon_1_start..exon_1_stop,exon_2_start..exon _2_stop))'. The genome sequence is a chromosomal nucleotide sequence segment defined by the genome sequence start and stop and encompasses the gene's genomic boundaries. These data are separated by new lines and a pound symbol (see http:// ciwog.gdcb.iastate.edu/3688 for an example). This file can easily be prepared by hand using databases such as PlantGDB [21] or in batch by ad hoc scripting. The alignment file can be generated by programs such as CLUSTALW [24] or MUSCLE [25] . The alignment sequence identifiers should be in the form of 'organism|gene identifier' with no spaces. Using this input and user-specified options, the CIDA derives common introns and provides SQL output that is loaded into a MySQL database. Further usage details and sample input data are provided with the software.
CIDA
The CIDA defines common introns ('cintrons') in protein-coding genes as introns occurring in conserved positions of at least two genes being compared. For further studies, CIDA also keeps track of single introns ('sintrons') currently observed in one gene only; however, these cases will not be discussed here. Conserved positions are assessed relative to the amino acid alignment of the corresponding gene products (see below). Input for the CIDA consists of a gene-structure information file and a corresponding multiple protein sequence alignment. CIDA begins by pre-processing the genestructure information file to derive the following about each gene's introns: position, sequence, peptide position and phase. Intron peptide position is defined as the amino acid number of the complete codon immediately upstream of the intron, and phase is either 0, 1 or 2, depending on whether the intron inserts between codons or splits a codon after the first or second nucleotide in the triplet.
After the pre-processing steps, CIDA evaluates the protein alignment file to detect common introns. First, CIDA assigns alignment positions to introns by searching for the introns' peptide positions within the alignment. Using single linkage clustering, introns are then grouped into cintrons based on identical alignment positions ('strict' criterion) and above threshold local protein sequence similarity. The threshold minimal local protein sequence similarity is specified by the CIDA arguments simRegion and minSim, which specify the required proportion (minSim) of identical amino acids within the region extending from simRegion amino acids to the left up to simRegion amino acids to the right of the alignment position ( Figure 2 ). An optional second grouping step is invoked by options that describe relaxed local alignment quality. maxSlide specifies the number of amino acids to the left and right of a given intron position in the protein sequence alignment that can be considered evolutionarily the same position (after moderate intron sliding, e.g. [26] or alignment ambiguities). maxGap specifies a number of gap symbols that can be used to further extend the region specified by maxSlide, so that a small number of gaps introduced by one sequence are not included in simRegion. These two options 
, cintron #1 is conserved because both genes have an intron at the same alignment position and minSim is satisfied (6/9 amino acids are identical in the region from four amino acids upstream to four amino acids downstream of the intron position, which is Q in the first gene). In contrast, the second introns of both genes are not clustered together because minSim is not satisfied (2/9 < 0.5) and two separate entries (#2 and #3) are kept at the same alignment position. In (B), cintron #1 consists of an observed intron from one gene and, because minAbsentSim is satisfied (9/9 identical amino acids), an 'absent intron' from the other gene. For cintron #2, the minAbsentSim criterion is not satisfied (0/9 identical amino acids), and thus the observed intron remains as a singlet entry in the CIWOG database. For (C), CIDA options are:
Here, cintron #1 qualifies as a cintron because the introns are located within maxSlide alignment positions and minSim is satisfied. (The intron alignment position range is the union of 6^8 from the first sequence and 5^7 from the second sequence, i.e. 5^8. There are 3/4 identical amino acids within the intron alignment position range, plus 4/4 identical amino acids to the left and 3/4 identical amino acids to the right for a total of 10/12 identical amino acids, greater than minSim.) The second introns of both genes are not clustered together because they are farther than maxSlide positions apart. For (D), the CIDA options are the same as in (C). Here, the intron alignment region for intron 1 is ARL in the first sequence and VT-A in the second because maxGap ¼1. Because these regions overlap and the sequence similarity condition is met, this qualifies as a cintron. Cintrons #2 and #3 are not grouped into a single cintron because the first gene's intron region is VAP and the second gene's is SS-S, which do not overlap.
give each intron an alignment position range ( Figure 2 ). The second grouping step groups introns based on the intron alignment position ranges and fulfillment of two conditions: the minimum local similarity described above and a maximum of one intron per gene in a given cintron group.
After cintron definition, genes lacking detectable cintrons could possibly be the result of putative intron loss or gain or caused by poor-quality protein alignment. To distinguish these possibilities, genes lacking a given cintron are evaluated for local protein sequence similarity at the cintron alignment region. If the gene exceeds a proportion of identical amino acids in the simRegion amino acids to the left and to the right specified by option minAbsentSim and also has no gaps in this region, then the gene is added to the cintron with a cintron class of 'absent'. If the cintron either precedes or follows the gene in the alignment, the gene is added with a class of 'external missing'. Otherwise the cintron is within the gene in the alignment, and the gene is added with a class of 'internal missing'. The distinction between absent and missing introns is important for data integrity in gene-structure evolution studies. Whereas absent introns denote sites of observed intron loss or gain, missing introns either reflect other evolutionary events that caused divergence in the otherwise similar protein sequences in the alignment (e.g. truncation, loss or divergence of domains) or they reflect erroneous gene-structure annotations. The latter possibility highlights the potential use of CIWOG displays for manual genome annotation, but is not discussed further here.
After all cintrons have been identified, special types of introns are classified. Introns beginning with a GC dinucleotide are distinct from the majority of introns, which begin with a GT dinucleotide and potentially have different splicing propensities. Introns with this characteristic are classified as type 'GC'. U12-type introns are a rare class of introns, which have highly conserved donor (consensus [GA]TATCCTT where [GA] denotes G or A) and branch sequences (consensus CCTTAAC) that are recognized by a rare spliceosome [27] . A prior study identified Arabidopsis U12-type introns that are transcript-confirmed, an important requirement for identification because gene-structure annotations for non-canonical introns are particularly errorprone [28] . Using position weight matrices from this study, introns are scored via a donor and branch site log odds ratios (see [28] for further details). Introns having donor and branch site scores greater than pre-specified cutoffs are classified as 'U12-type'. Introns with a GC donor dinucleotide but qualifying U12-type donor and branch scores are classified as U12-type introns. Other introns are given a 'U2' classification. This intron-type classification enables subsequent analysis of the conservation of these special introns. Users wishing to use additional classification rules, different weight matrices or adjust score cutoffs can easily do so using the intron sequences contained in the CIWOG database and updating the intron class field. Intron-type classification is a unique feature of CIWOG compared to other large-scale intron-evolution programs [10, 11, 13] .
COMMON INTRON VISUALIZATION
Manual review of cintrons within a collection of orthologous genes is helpful to resolve complex patterns of intron difference caused by evolutionary mechanisms. Also, some instances of intron difference between genes can be the result of inaccurate gene annotations, and manual curation is often necessary to resolve these cases [29] . To enable cintron review and detailed analysis, CIWOG includes web displays. The main web display provides a cintron graphic, cintrons overlaid onto protein sequence alignments and dynamic navigation features (Figure 3 ). Users can click on introns within the graphic to scroll to the corresponding portion of the multiple sequence alignment. When users mouse over introns in the cintron boxes or in the alignment, the introns are highlighted in yellow ( Figure 3E ). This feature allows users to quickly review cintrons, introns, conservation quality and alignment quality.
A separate cintron detail page is accessible by clicking on the cintron number within the cintron box ( Figure 3D ). The cintron detail page presents intron genomic position coordinates and hyperlinks to external genome browsers to facilitate review of gene evidence, such as expressed sequence evidence supporting an intron or gene. To enable users to search CIWOG for particular gene families, several utilities are provided to query by gene name, gene description, sequence similarity via BLAST [20] and cluster identifiers. In addition to these specific searches, CIWOG provides bulk download of intron sequences annotated by cintrons and intron presence/absence matrices. 'E' marks a single intron member of the cintron selected by a user, which causes this row and corresponding intron at 'F' to be highlighted in yellow. In a complete screen, there are additional cintron boxes, but here only one box is shown for clarity.
APPLICATION OF CIWOG: A GENOME-WIDE STUDY OF CINTRONS IN PLANTS
Here we demonstrate the application of CIWOG to construct a plant-specific database, ciwogPlants, to discover orthologous introns and study intron evolution across eight plant species: A. thaliana, Glycine max, Medicago truncatula, Oryza sativa, Physcomitrella patens, Populus trichocarpa, Sorghum bicolor and Vitis vinifera. First, we downloaded 330 860 gene annotations from the official genome annotation providers (http://ciwog.gdcb.iastate.edu/ ciwogPlants_source.html). We then composed a set of 309 196 representative genes by selecting the annotation with the longest open reading frame from each locus. Orthologous gene clusters were identified by running OrthoMCL [18, 19] on allversus-all BLAST [20] results based on protein sequences of the representative genes. Note that these gene clusters may contain several genes for a species in the case when in-paralogs are too similar to determine one-to-one orthologs. For each cluster we prepared a CLUSTAL-formatted protein alignment file, using MUSCLE [25] , and a gene-structure information file. Finally, we executed CIWOG with two sets of options: a 'loose' option allowing intron slide events and a 'strict' option not allowing intron slide events (loose:
. After these steps, ciwogPlants comprises of 29 967 orthologous gene clusters and 185 561 and 203 587 cintrons for the loose and strict options, respectively. Note that there are fewer cintrons for the loose option, because in this case qualifying close cintrons by the strict option will be clustered into a single intron position range. Both data sets are available for analysis and download. ciwogPlants enables us to not only zero in on a particular orthologous intron (see case studies) but also gain a general insight of plant intron evolution.
A CASE STUDY OF U12-TYPE INTRON CONSERVATION
U12-type introns are a rare class of spliceosomal introns (<1%) that are spliced by a distinct spliceosome from the common class of introns, referred to as U2 type [27, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . A proposed unique functional role for U12-type introns is that they mute gene expression by reducing mature mRNA transcript production, which is thought to be caused by the lower abundance of the U12-type splicesome compared to the U2-type spliceosome in the cell, thus causing U12-type introns to be spliced at a lower rate than U2-type introns [36] . Other than this role, any selective advantage for possessing a redundant, low-abundance U12-type splicing system over more than one billion years of evolution is unknown. Comparison of orthologous introns [28, 32] has yielded important observations about U12-type intron evolutionary phenomena, such as one recent study that demonstrated that U12-type intron positions are conserved more often than U2-type introns between animals and plants [37] .
To explore these introns in CIWOG, we queried ciwogPlants for U12-type introns and discussed one particular example of a conserved intron in genes encoding SEC22 vesicle-trafficking proteins (CIWOG cluster 4948, cintron #4; Figure 4A ). Here, a U12-type intron is conserved across nine genes from seven plant species. We compared these genes to animal orthologs and found U2-type, rather than U12-type, introns at this cintron. Alignment of the plant genes with one representative animal gene, mouse NM_011 342, shows identical intron position and intron phase, as well as a high degree of conservation in flanking protein sequences, suggesting that this cintron is orthologous rather than an annotation artifact, which is common in U12-type intron host genes ( Figure 4A ). Based on the observed complete U12-type conservation in plants, we infer that this intron in the plant's most recent common ancestor was U12-type. Regarding the difference in intron type between animals and plants, a parsimonious explanation is that an intron class conversion event has occurred since the divergence of animals and plants. Although it is currently impossible to determine whether a common U12-type changed to a U2-type in animals or whether a common U2-type changed to a U12-type in plants, and also whether the change was selectively driven or resulted as a consequence of chance, further investigation on the biology of the gene may throw some light on the evolution of its introns. A recent study comparing human and Arabidopsis homologous introns found 15 cases of a U12-type intron in humans corresponding to a U2-type intron in Arabidopsis and five cases of the opposite arrangement [37] . Figure 4 is a novel example of the putatively less prevalent U12-to U2-type conversion in animals relative to plants. For the purpose of this discussion, the example is merely meant to demonstrate that CIWOG facilitates investigation of U12-type introns on a global scale and finer analysis of particular introns on a case-by-case basis. A detailed analysis of U12-type introns will be presented elsewhere.
A CASE STUDY OF SPLICE SITE CONVERSION
In animals and plants, the majority of the introns have GT donor sites (GT introns), while introns with GC donor sites (GC introns) account for roughly 1% of the intron population [38, 39] . The small class of GC introns has been shown, both computationally and experimentally, to play a role in alternative splicing. Computational analyses demonstrated an enrichment of GC donor sites in alternatively spliced introns [40, 41] . Experiments in Caenorhabditis elegans confirmed the importance of the GC donor site in regulating alternative splicing during development [42] . There are also interesting studies about GC intron evolution: donor site switching between GT and GC is not uncommon in mammals and chicken [43] ; and there are more GT to GC than GC to GT conversions in mammals [44] . Fluctuation between GT and GC donor sites may have an impact on splicing efficiency or regulation and may provide clues of intron and splice site evolution. The design of CIWOG greatly facilitates studies of intron-type switching. For illustration, we pulled out of the ciwogPlants database a clear example of GT/GC donor site changes. CiwogPlants cluster 6514 ( Figure 3 ) has nine genes from eight plant species including two monocots, five dicots and moss. Cintron #5 ( Figure 3F ) has GC donor sites in genes from monocots but GT donor sites in genes from dicots and moss. By parsimony, the most recent common ancestor of monocots and dicots should have GT donor site at this intron site if we consider moss as an outgroup. The reconstruction of ancestral splice site allows us to infer that at this cintron position there is a GT to GC donor site conversion in monocots and a conservation of GT donor sites in dicots. Our preliminary analysis of GT/GC donor site conversions on all branches of the eight-species tree ( Figure 5) showed that the GT to GC conversion is more abundant than the opposite conversion, as was observed in mammals [44] . A comprehensive discussion of intron-type distribution and intron evolution in plants will be presented elsewhere.
INTRON EVOLUTION IN PLANTS
Studies showed that introns are predominately lost rather than gained in paralogous genes in rice [15] and orthologous genes in Arabidopsis, rice and green algae [16] . However, analysis in Arabidopsis, poplar and rice indicated that genes with chloroplast origin slowly acquire introns [17] . Depending on the number and types of organisms and genes analyzed by CIWOG, users can study the resulting cintrons to address diverse intron evolution questions. Here we show the application of the aforementioned technique of ancestral intron reconstruction to all cintrons in ciwogPlants to study intron gain and loss in monocots and dicots. We assume cintrons are the result of common descent and focus on cintrons involving at least two species, and having one or more of the intron types of 'U2', 'U12', 'GC' and 'absent'. We collected 88 368 such cintrons in the 'strict' and 86 807 in the 'loose' data set. Given all species in each cintron, a tree was derived according to the topology of the eight-species ciwogPlants tree ( Figure 5 ). As an example application, we used Dollo parsimony [45] to assign the presence/absence of intron to each internal node of the tree. At a cintron position, Dollo parsimony assumes that an intron is gained at most once and minimizes the number of losses. Alternatively, users can choose maximum likelihood approaches [46] , e.g. via the freely available Malin software [10] . Lastly, we inferred intron conservation, gain and loss by comparing the intron status of a leaf or internal node with that of its immediate Figure 5 : Plant species tree. The evolutionary relationship between eight plant species is derived based on two published reviews [47, 48] . Branch lengths do not represent time. Species abbreviations are in parentheses. Internal nodes are labeled from1 to 7. ancestor. As an example, Figure 6 illustrates details of inferring intron evolution in a cintron.
Based on our results, we note several interesting observations about plant intron evolution. First, there are more losses than gains at each leaf/species of the tree (Table 1 and Figure 7) . Also, the loss/gain ratio is higher in monocot than in dicot species (a range of 9-11.27 versus a range of 1.79-5.26 under the strict option in Table 1 ; a range of 15.1-16.12 versus a range of 2.35-10.94 under the loose option in Table 1 ). Second, when compared within dicot nodes (nodes 1-4), the more ancient ancestors (nodes 3 and 4) had roughly the same number of gains and losses; while the more modern ancestors (nodes 1 and 2) had more losses than gains (Table 1 and Figure 7 ). This indicates a balance of intron gains and losses in ancient dicots and that the degree of intron net loss in dicots increases over time.
In this application, we provided two versions of ciwogPlants-a strict version that only clusters introns at identical alignment positions and a loose version that clusters introns within one aligned amino acid with the possibility of one gap. Both versions have different sets of cintrons and are offered as estimates of homologous plant introns. To compare the two ciwogPlants versions on the basis of cintron correspondence, cintrons were compared by identical alignment positions. Both versions share the majority of their cintrons, 83 and 85% of loose and strict, respectively. However, the loose cintrons overlapped 1.5 strict intron positions on average. Manual inspection of these cases revealed that the unique loose cintrons often offered a better Figure 6 : Inferring intron evolution in cintron #2 of ciwogPlants cluster 9952. A portion of the CIWOG display is shown (A) for cluster 9952, which contains orthologous genes encoding mannitol dehydrogenases (http://ciwog .gdcb.iastate.edu/ciwogPlants_loose-cgi/display.pl?cid=9952). In the cintron, four of the genes have introns; while the other three genes are absent of introns. The species tree of this cintron (B) is derived by using the available species in the cintron and by maintaining the tree topology in Figure 5 . Species abbreviations and node IDs are specified, followed by intron statuses (in parentheses; þ: presence; À: absence; þ/À: ambiguous, could be presence or absence) that are inferred using Dollo parsimony [45] . In more detail, if a species/leaf has multiple genes (in-paralogs), its intron status is the union of intron presence and absence in all in-paralogs. Given the presence/ absence of introns in leaves, our algorithm went down the tree from leaves to root to infer intron status at each node using parsimony. Then the algorithm backtracked the tree from root to leaves and finalized intron status at each node according to the following rules: (i) a node has an intron if both of its children have at least one descendant that has an intron. All nodes that are descendants of this node and ancestors of the descendants having introns should also have introns; (ii) if intron status is ambiguous, the node's final intron status should be the status intersection of itself and its immediate ancestor (excluding root). For example, node 1 had ambiguous intron status (þ/À) after the first round of inference. But after backtracking the tree, its status is changed to intron presence (þ). Finally after all intron statuses are determined, intron evolution events are inferred by comparing each node/leaf with its immediate ancestor (C).
homologous grouping than the strict cintrons, for reasons such as alignment artifacts where homologous characters are not aligned or ambiguously aligned, gene-structure annotation inaccuracies where an intron is shifted to its 'true' position or authentic intron sliding events, which are the extension or shrinking of intron boundaries with new exonic nucleotides [26] (see Figure 4B for an example). Alternatively, the loose version in contrast to the strict version can excessively cluster introns that occur at close positions over many genes but are very different between genes (http://ciwog.gdcb.iastate.edu/ciwogPlants_loose-cgi/display.pl?cid=2386#iSBSb01g021990.1). The alignment position size of unique loose cintrons has an average of 1.8 indicating that excessive clustering is not a typical occurrence. Complex cases such as this are best to be manually reviewed using the web displays. More introns are conserved in the loose version in all node comparisons than in the strict version (Table 1) , which suggests that the loose version is probably a more realistic estimate of homologous introns. It may be worthwhile to extend previous studies of orthologous introns that were based entirely on strictly conserved positions. The CIDA/CIWOG algorithm and web displays allow users to easily explore a wide range of relevant questions, while allowing flexible definitons of intron type and position.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
CIWOG provides an easy-to-use, flexible pipeline for the task of detecting common introns from protein-sequence alignments. New additions in comparison to previous programs are the intron sliding, local alignment quality and intron typing options.
CIWOG also provides dynamic visualization displays for manual review of individual gene families. Manual review enables deconvolution of complex common introns and gene families, and also can reveal potential gene annotation inaccuracies. Our analysis of eight plant species is the most comprehensive to date. We show that, based on Dollo parsimony, intron loss is more common than intron gain in recent plant evolution and that intron loss tends to be more common than intron gain in monocots relative to dicots. Intron presence and absence matrices are provided for individuals wishing to estimate intron evolution through other models. Although intron evolution is an active field, much of the effort has been focused on evolutionary modeling of common intron data rather than the derivation of common introns themselves. We feel this is an important part of the discussion, and tools, such as CIWOG, will make important contributions to this field. One assumption in contemporary common intron analysis is that each locus contains exactly one transcript isoform. Future directions of CIWOG will focus on eliminating this assumption by applying CIWOG to all reliable transcript isoforms in orthologous gene clusters. Intron evolution is inferred by comparing nodes/leaves with their immediate ancestors in the tree (see Figure 6 for details). Node 7 is compared with the root of the tree, which is assumed to be intronless for this display. The number of intron losses (top), gains (middle) and conservations (bottom) are on the right side of each branch. Dash symbol means that the number of evolution events cannot be inferred. The figure considers evolution events for branches that are part of the eight-species tree, whileTable 1 considers evolution events for all branches of all possible trees. So evolution events in this figure are a subset of corresponding events in Table 1 .
